As sustainable construction increases in popularity, many industry experts expected the courts to be inundated with sustainable construction defect litigation. To date, these predictions have fallen short as most matters are settling outside of court. Even more, of the matters actually litigated, most have involved issues that are not specific to sustainable construction such as constitutional and anti-trust claims. Because of this, practitioners have limited judicial guidance as to the application of construction defect legal principals in the sustainable construction context and the future of green construction litigation is uncertain.

Our “green” construction article series discusses certain sustainable construction-specific risks of which owners, general contractors, subcontractors, and other construction professionals should be aware before participating in a green construction project. To illustrate these risks, this article will highlight three of the most well-known “green” construction suits and discuss industry concerns and best practices.

PROJECT EXPECTATIONS AND SUSTAINABLE OBJECTIVES

Part One of this article series addressed the importance of carefully defining certain terms in the project documents. Terms such as “sustainable objective” should be defined in the project documents in order to eliminate any ambiguities or uncertainty among the contracting parties as to the project’s ultimate aim.

Although Bain v. Vertex Architects ultimately was disposed of based on plaintiff’s motion to dismiss, the case is illustrative of the practical consequences of failing to define controlling terms. In Bain, the contract documents specified that the project objective was “to create a sustainable green modern single family home.” The homeowner alleged breach of contract in that the architect failed to obtain LEED certification despite the fact that the project objective was stated much more broadly and where plainly eco-conscious features were included. Despite the fact that the Chicago home at issue was repeatedly profiled and praised as a “modern” and “eco-friendly,” it is clear that the homeowner had certain intentions when undertaking the renovation project. By failing to expressly define the owner’s goal of LEED certification in the contract documents, the owner left this project susceptible to conflicting—but perfectly valid—interpretations of “sustainable” among the project’s construction professionals.

States and the federal government have attempted to incentivize project owners to undertake sustainable construction by offering tax credits based on a project’s sustainable attributes. Because these tax incentives usually require compliance with certain procedures and strict timelines, it is of critical importance that the owner clearly identifies the tax incentive they wish to obtain in the project documents so that all parties are aware. Even more, owners should consider incorporating the deadlines imposed by the tax incentive into the project documents.

For example, in Southern Builders v. Shaw Development, a case celebrated by many industry experts as the first green construction lawsuit, the owner sued the project’s general contractor for $635,000 in tax credits for failing to construct a LEED Silver certified project in the timeframe required to be eligible for the tax credit. Like most sustainable construction litigation, this suit ultimately settled out of court. However, it is demonstrative of the range of implications where a project fails to obtain a desired certification or level of sustainability.

USE OF SUSTAINABLE MATERIALS

Sustainable projects involve the use of new, novel materials. For example, as part of the LEED certification process, projects may obtain certain LEED credits that are aimed to encourage project construction professionals to select and use materials “that have environmentally, economically, and socially preferable life-cycle impacts.” Because the importance of using such materials is relatively new, using such materials sometimes requires the project construction professionals to use materials that they are unfamiliar with or whose durability is still unproven.

(continued on next page)
The Philip Merrill Environmental Center, headquarters of The Chesapeake Bay Foundation, is the world’s first LEED Platinum certified building. The building is touted for the fact that “[a]ll materials are made of recycled products or created through processes that don’t damage the environment.” As the Fourth Circuit Court described it, the “green” design called for exposed structural wood members outside the envelope of the Merrill Center, including some that penetrated the building’s façade. These wood members, Parallams, were to be treated with a certain preservative. Water subsequently leaked through the wood members, causing damage to the building. Years later, the Parallams were rotted and deteriorated; the plaintiffs discovered that they were not treated as the supplier had certified. Furthermore, plaintiffs also determined that the required sealant was actually ill-suited for the specific project even though the supplier had assured otherwise. In *The Chesapeake Bay Foundation, Inc. v. Weyerhaeuser Company*, after the Fourth Circuit Court vacated the District Court’s grant of the defendant’s motion for summary judgment, this case ultimately settled. Although this case provides little judicial guidance—like most sustainable construction cases—it illustrates the unique implications of using “sustainable” materials in construction projects. Construction professionals are urged to incorporate untested materials that may or may not contribute to the project’s longevity as illustrated here.

**CONCLUSION**

As discussed throughout Part One and Part Two of this article series, sustainable construction is a growing trend that practitioners should familiarize themselves with. In today’s world, project owners face pressure to incorporate sustainable provisions and green certifications through economic incentives, social ideals, and environmental concerns. Although judicial interpretation of these matters is still limited, as illustrated above, green construction litigation is often a mutation of standard contract claims or variations of traditional construction defect claims. A practitioner must be well-versed and up-to-date on these trends in order to effectively advise clients and construction professionals must assess these unique risks before undertaking a green construction project.
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1. As defined in Part One, a project’s sustainable objective is the owner’s goal of incorporating the Sustainable Measures throughout the project to benefit the environment and occupants.
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